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HODGE IDEALS AND SPECTRUM OF ISOLATED
HYPERSURFACE SINGULARITIES
SEUNG-JO JUNG, IN-KYUN KIM, YOUNGHO YOON, AND MORIHIKO SAITO
Abstract. We introduce Hodge ideal spectrum for isolated hypersurface singularities to see
the difference between the Hodge ideals and the microlocal V -filtration modulo the Jacobian
ideal. Via the Tjurina subspectrum, we can compare the Hodge ideal spectrum with the
Steenbrink spectrum which can be defined by the microlocal V -filtration. As a consequence
of a formula of Mustata and Popa, these two spectra coincide in the weighted homogeneous
case. We prove sufficient conditions for their coincidence and non-coincidence in some non-
weighted-homogeneous cases where the defining function is semi-weighted-homogeneous or
with non-degenerate Newton boundary in most cases. We also show that the convenience
condition can be avoided in a formula of Zhang for the non-degenerate case, and present an
example where the Hodge ideals are not weakly decreasing even modulo the Jacobian ideal.
Introduction
M. Mustat¸aˇ and M. Popa ([MP2], [MP3]) recently defined Hodge ideals Ip(D) ⊂ OX for
Q-divisors D =
∑
k αkZk on smooth varieties X . Here the Zk are reduced and irreducible,
and we assume αk ∈ (0, 1]. These can be extended naturally to the analytic case, see (2.1)
below. In this introduction, we assume that Z :=
⋃
k Zk is irreducible, that is, Z = Z1, and
put α = α1.
Hodge ideals provide a quite intersecting refinement of multiplier ideals, especially in the
case the minimal exponent α˜Z is at least 1, where the classical multiplier ideals become
powers of the ideal of Z ⊂ X . It is shown there that Ip(αZ) coincides with the microlocal V -
filtration V˜ α+pOX modulo (f), where f is a local defining function of Z ⊂ X , see also (2.4.7)
below. (In the case α = 1, this was shown in [Sa10, Theorem 1].) However, their relation
seems rather complicated in general, see the above papers of Mustat¸aˇ and Popa as well as
[JKY], [Sa10], [Zh], etc. To see their difference, it seems then interesting to compare these
modulo the Jacobian ideal (∂f) ⊂ OX generated by the partial derivatives fi := ∂f/∂xi,
where x1, . . . , xn are local coordinates of X with n = dimX .
From now on, we assume that Z has an isolated singularity at 0 ∈ X so that C{x}/(∂f) is
finite-dimensional, where C{x} = C{x1, . . . , xn} = OX,0. In [St2] (see also [St3]), Steenbrink
defined the spectrum
Spf(t) =
∑µf
i=1 t
αf,i ∈ Z[t1/e],
using the mixed Hodge structure on the vanishing cohomology together with the monodromy,
where µf is the Milnor number, and e is a positive integer related to the monodromy (more
precisely, T es = id with T = TsTu the Jordan decomposition of the monodromy), see also
(1.1) below. The positive rational numbers αf,i (1 6 i 6 µf) are assumed weakly increasing,
and are called the exponents or spectral numbers of f .
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Research Foundation of Korea(NRF) grant funded by the Ministry of Science, ICT and Future Planning
(the first author: NRF-2018R1D1A1B07046508, the second author: NRF-2017R1C1B1011921, and the third
author: NRF-2017R1C1B1005166). The fourth author is partially supported by JSPS Kakenhi 15K04816.
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By [SS], [Va1], the spectrum Spf(t) can be defined also as the Hilbert-Poincare´ series of
the finite-dimensional filtered vector space
Ωnf := Ω
n
X,0/df∧Ωn−1X,0 ,
so that
(1) #{i | αf,i = β} = dimCGrβVΩnf (β ∈ Q).
where V is the quotient filtration of the V -filtration on the Brieskorn lattice H ′′f in [Br], see
(1.2) below.
Let Ip(αZ) ⊂ C{x} be the Hodge ideals for α ∈ (0, 1], p ∈ N, see (2.1) below. Since Z
has an isolated singularity at 0, these are mX,0-primary ideals, that is, Ip(αZ) ⊃ mkX,0 for
some k ∈ Z>0 (depending on α, p) with mX,0 ⊂ C{x} the maximal ideal, and C{x}/Ip(αZ)
is finite-dimensional. The Hodge ideal spectrum SpHIf (t) is defined as the Hilbert-Poincare´
series of the finite-dimensional filtered vector space
(Ωnf , VHI)
∼= (C{x}/(∂f), VHI),
with VHI defined by
(2) V βHI
(
C{x}/(∂f)) :=∑α+p>β Ip(αZ) mod (∂f),
so that
SpHIf (t) =
∑µf
i=1 t
αHI
f,i with #{i | αHIf,i = β} = dimCGrβVHI
(
C{x}/(∂f)).
Here the αHIf,i are assumed weakly increasing.
The above definition of Hodge ideal spectrum differs from the one in [JKY], where
V βHI
(
C{x}/(∂f)) was defined by Ip(αZ) mod (∂f) for α+p = β with α ∈ (0, 1], p ∈ N
without taking the above summation. However, the Hodge ideals Ip(αZ) mod (∂f) are not
necessarily weakly decreasing for α ∈ (0, 1] (with p > 1 fixed), see Example (4.2) below.
(Without taking mod (∂f), this was observed in [MP2, Example 10.5], [Zh, Example 4.6].)
Note that I0(αZ) = V˜
αC{x} for α ∈ (0, 1], hence αf,i = αHIf,i if αf,i < 1, see [MP2], [MP3].
In particular, we have SpHIf (t) ∈ Z[t1/e′ ], where e′ might be different from e in general.
We can define also the Tjurina subspectrum SpTjf (t) by
SpTjf (t) =
∑τf
i=1 t
αTj
f,i with #{i | αTjf,i = β} = dimCGrβVHI
(
C{x}/(∂f, f)),
where τf is the Tjurina number of f , and the α
Tj
f,i are assumed weakly increasing. This
gives a link between Spf (t) and Sp
HI
f (t). Indeed, there is a subset I ⊂ {1, . . . , µf} such that
|I| = τf and
(3) SpTjf (t) =
∑
i∈I t
αHI
f,i , SpHIf (t)− SpTjf (t) =
∑
i/∈I t
αHI
f,i ,
since the canonical projection C{x}/(∂f)→ C{x}/(∂f, f) is strictly compatible with VHI.
On the other hand, the V -filtration on Ωnf
∼= C{x}/(∂f) used in (1) coincides with the
quotient filtration of the microlocal V -filtration V˜ on C{x} under the canonical surjection
C{x}→ C{x}/(∂f),
see Proposition (1.4) below. Then the coincidence of the Hodge ideals and the microlocal
V -filtration modulo (f) mentioned above implies that
#{i | αTjf,i = β} = dimCGrβV˜
(
C{x}/(∂f, f)),
hence there is a subset J ⊂ {1, . . . , µf} such that |J | = τf and
(4) SpTjf (t) =
∑
i∈J t
αf,i , Spf (t)− SpTjf (t) =
∑
i/∈J t
αf,i .
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(So SpTjf (t) is called a subspectrum.) In particular, we get the following (see also [JKY]):
(5) Spf(t) = Sp
HI
f (t) = Sp
Tj
f (t) if f is weighted homogeneous.
The last assumption is equivalent to that µf = τf , see [SaK]. The partial converse of (5)
with second equality forgotten does not necessarily hold as is seen by Theorem 1 below.
In our main theorems, we will often assume the following:
(A)
The function f ∈ C{x} is semi-weighted-homogeneous with weights wi,
or f has non-degenerate Newton boundary.
Here we do not have to assume that f is convenient, see (1.6–7) and Theorem (2.7) below
for more details. Note that Z has an isolated singularity as is assumed above. When we
consider condition (A), the coordinates x1, . . . , xn are fixed, and cannot be replaced easily
unless it is done with enough care.
In the main theorems we will sometimes assume that f is not a double point, that is,
f ∈ m3X,0. In this case, set
γf := max
{
β ∈ Q | V β(Ωnf/m2X,0Ωnf ) 6= 0
}
,
where V is as in (1). This is compatible with the definitions of γf in the case condition (A)
is satisfied (see (1.6–7) below) assuming also f ∈ m3X,0, see [Sa8, Remark (ii) in Section 4.1],
[Sa1], [Sa7, Proposition 3.2], [VK] (and also (1.6–7) below).
If f ∈ m3X,0 or condition (A) is satisfied, set
(6) εf := γf + 1− αf, µf = 2αf,1 − (n−1) + (γf−αf,1).
The following theorem says that in some special cases this εf determines whether the
Hodge ideal spectrum coincides with the Steenbrink spectrum (see (3.1) below).
Theorem 1. Assume condition (A) is satisfied, f is not a double point, that is, f ∈ m3X,0,
and moreover
(7) fΩnf = V
αf, µfΩnf (in particular τf = µf − 1).
Then SpHIf (t) 6= Spf(t) if and only if εf > 0. More precisely, we have
(8) αHIf, µf − αf, µf = max
(
εf , 0
)
.
Condition (7) holds if τf = µf − 1 and αf,τf − αf,1 < 1 (although the last two conditions
also imply that εf > 0). As a corollary of Theorem 2, we see that the first equality of (5)
can hold even in the non-weighted-homogeneous case if εf 6 0. It is not difficult to construct
examples with εf vanishing or positive or negative for n = 2, see Example (4.1) below. As
for the last equality in the definition of εf , note that αf, µf = n − αf,1 by the symmetry of
spectral numbers, see [St2] (and (1.1.2) below). This symmetry also implies that 2αf,1 6 n.
In the case µf 6= τf , we have the inequality
(9) 2αf,1 6 n−1, or equivalently, 2αf, µf > n+1,
using (1.2.6) below. The condition 2αf,1 > n−1 is equivalent to that Z has a singularity of
type A, D, E (at least) when n 6 3.
For the proof of Theorem 1, note that the assertion is equivalent to the equality
(10) αHIf, µf = max
(
γf+1, αf, µf
)
.
We can prove this equality using a formula for Hodge ideals in the weighted homogeneous and
non-degenerate cases in [Zh] which can be extended easily to the semi-weighted-homogeneous
case applying [Sa8, Theorem 0.9] (where f is not assumed convenient), see (2.5) below. In
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the non-degenerate case, we need a rather non-trivial assertion [BGMM, Proposition B.1.2.3]
for the proof of [Zh, Theorem 5.5], where the assumption that f is convenient is required.
We can show, however, that this condition can be avoided, see Theorem (2.7) below.
We have the following variants of Theorem 1.
Theorem 2. Assume f ∈ m3X,0, εf > 0, and µf 6= τf . Then SpHIf (t) 6= Spf (t), and we have
in the notation of (3)
(11) αHIf,i > αf, µf (∀ i /∈ I).
Theorem 3. Assume condition (A) is satisfied, and there is a monomial g =
∏
i x
νi
i ∈ C{x}
satisfying
(12) fgΩnf 6= 0 (that is, fg /∈ (∂f)) and γf(g) + 1 > αf, µf .
Then αHIf, µf > αf, µf , hence Sp
HI
f (t) 6= Spf (t).
Their proofs are similar to Theorem 1 with εf > 0, see (3.2) below. In Theorem 2, we have
εf > 0, that is, γf+1 > αf, µf , if αf,n+1+1 > αf, µf . (Since the αf,i are weakly increasing and
dimC{x}/m2X,0 = n+1, we have γf > αf,n+1, where the equality holds if wmax 6 2wmin in the
semi-weighted-homogeneous case. The converse of the above assertion does not necessarily
hold if wmax > 2wmin.) Note that γf(g) is not defined unless condition (A) is satisfied.
In the semi-weighted-homogeneous case with f ∈ m3X,0, it is known that the weights wi
are unique and strictly smaller than 1
2
, see [SaK]. If condition (A) holds with f ∈ m3X,0, the
following seems to be valid (as far as calculated):
(13) γf 6
n+1
3
, εf 6
2n+1
3
− (n−1) = 4−n
3
.
The last inequality would imply that n 6 3 when εf > 0.
In the double point case, that is, if f /∈ m3X,0 (where f ∈ m2X,0 by the assumption that Z has
a singularity at 0), the weights of a weighted homogeneous polynomial are not necessarily
unique (see [SaK]), and γf − αf,1 can be arbitrary close to 1 (consider for instance the case
f = x1x2 + x3x4). In this case, we have the following.
Proposition 1. Assume f is a double point, that is, f /∈ m3X,0, and µf 6= τf . Then
fΩnf ⊂ V αf,1+2HI , hence αHIf,i > αf,1 + 2 for i /∈ I. In particular, we have SpHIf (t) 6= Spf(t) if
αf,1 + 2 > αf, µf , that is, if αf,1 >
n
2
− 1.
Proposition 2. Assume condition (A) holds, f = h+x2n with h ∈ C{x′} := C{x1, . . . , xn−1},
and moreover there is g ∈ C{x′} satisfying
(14) fgΩnf 6= 0 (that is, fg /∈ (∂f)) and v(g) + 2 > αf, µf ,
where v(g) is defined with g viewed as an element of C{x}. Then αHIf, µf > αf, µf , hence
SpHIf (t) 6= Spf(t).
In the double point case, the relation between Theorem 3 and Proposition 2 is not very
clear. Indeed, if we have f = u(h2 + h1xn + x
2
n) with u invertible and h1, h2 ∈ C{x′} after a
coordinate change by the Weierstrass preparation theorem, we then get f = u(h+ x2n) with
h ∈ C{x′} replacing xn with xn−h1/2. However, f does not necessarily satisfy condition (A)
after these coordinate changes even if f satisfies it before them.
Note finally that we may have fn−1Ωnf 6= 0 in general. Extending the main theorems to
this case is, however, rather difficult by the complexity of Hodge ideals, see Corollary (2.6)
and Example (4.2) below. (The latter shows that the Hodge ideals are not weakly decreasing
even modulo the Jacobian ideal.)
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In Section 1 we review some basics of the spectrum of isolated hypersurface singularities.
In Section 2 we review Hodge ideals for Q-divisors on complex manifolds. In Section 3 we
prove the main theorems and propositions. In Section 4 we calculate some examples. In
Appendix, we prove the key Proposition (A.2) to the proof of Theorem (2.7) after recalling
some basics of Newton polyhedra.
Acknowledgement. The first three authors are deeply grateful to Nero Budur for his
valuable suggestion and encouragement. His suggestion was the starting point to study this
problem.
1. Spectrum
In this section we review some basics of the spectrum of isolated hypersurface singularities.
1.1. Vanishing cohomology. Let f : (X, 0)→ (C, 0) be a germ of a holomorphic function
on a complex manifold having an isolated singularity at 0. Set n = dimX . We have
a canonical mixed Hodge structure on the vanishing cohomology Hn−1(Ff ,Q), where Ff
denotes the Milnor fiber of f , see [St2]. The λ-eigenspace of the semisimple part Ts of
the monodromy T is denoted by Hn−1(Ff ,C)λ. (Note that T is the inverse of the Milnor
monodromy, see [DS3].)
The spectrum Spf (t) =
∑µf
i=1 t
αf,i is a fractional power polynomial defined by
(1.1.1)
#{i | αf,i = β} = dimCGrpFHn−1(Ff ,C)λ
for β ∈ Q, p = [n− β], λ = exp(−2πiβ),
where [α] denotes the integer part of α ∈ Q, and the αf,i are assumed weakly increasing, see
[St2]. These are positive rational numbers, and are called the spectral numbers or exponents.
We have the symmetry
(1.1.2) αf,i + αf,j = n (i+ j = µf + 1).
This follows from the assertion that the weight filtration W on Hn−1(Ff ,C)λ coincides with
the monodromy filtration which is associated with the action of N := log Tu, and is shifted
by n or n−1 depending on whether λ = 1 or not (where Tu is the unipotent part of the
monodromy T ), see loc. cit. This means that there are isomorphisms for i > 0 :
(1.1.3)
N i : GrWn−1+iH
n−1(Ff ,C)λ ∼−→ GrWn−1−iHn−1(Ff ,C)λ (λ 6= 1),
N i : GrWn+iH
n−1(Ff ,C)1 ∼−→ GrWn−iHn−1(Ff ,C)1.
Note that the N -primitive part can be defined by the kernel of N i+1 (i > 0) so that the
N -primitive decomposition holds.
It is known (see for instance [DS2, 4.11]) that the multiplicity of the minimal (or maximal)
exponent is 1, that is,
(1.1.4) #
{
i ∈ [1, µf ]
∣∣ αf,i = αf,1} = #{i ∈ [1, µf ] ∣∣ αf,i = αf, µf} = 1.
1.2. Brieskorn lattices. In the notation of (1.1), we have the Brieskorn lattice (see [Br])
H ′′f := Ω
n
X,0/df∧dΩn−2X,0 .
This is a free module of rank µf over C{t} and also over C{{∂−1t }}, where the action of ∂−1t
is defined by ∂−1t [ω] = [df ∧ η] for dη = ω, see [SS], [Sa3].
The localization Gf := H
′′
f [∂t] by the action of ∂
−1
t is called the Gauss-Manin system.
It is a free C{{∂−1t }}[∂t]-module of rank µf with an action of t, and is a regular holonomic
DX,0-module. So it has the V -filtration of Kashiwara [Ka2] and Malgrange [Ma2] indexed
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by Q and such that ∂tt − β is nilpotent on GrβVGf . The filtration V on H ′′f is the induced
filtration of the V -filtration by the inclusion H ′′f →֒ Gf . (Note that the filtration V in loc. cit.
was indexed by Z, instead of Q. The V -filtration indexed by Q was influenced by the theory
of asymptotic Hodge filtration [Va1] using the asymptotic expansions of period integrals.)
On the other hand, there are canonical surjection
(1.2.1) H ′′f → Ωnf := ΩnX,0/df∧Ωn−1X,0 ,
and the filtration V on Ωnf is defined as the quotient filtration of the V -filtration on H
′′
f .
By [SS] (see also [Va1]) we have the canonical isomorphisms
(1.2.2) GrβVΩ
n
f = Gr
p
FH
n−1(Ff ,C)λ (p = [n− β], λ = e−2πiβ).
This assertion is shown by using the Hodge filtration on Gf defined by
(1.2.3) F pGf := ∂
n−1−p
t H
′′
f (p ∈ Z).
since it induces the Hodge filtration on Hn−1(Ff ,C) via the isomorphisms
(1.2.4) GrαVGf = H
n−1(Ff ,C)λ (α ∈ (0, 1], λ = e−2πiα).
Remark 1.2 (i). If we replace the Hodge filtration F with the asymptotic Hodge filtration
in [Va1] which can be defined by using
(1.2.5) tp−n+1H ′′f ⊂ H ′′f [t−1],
instead of (1.2.3), then the isomorphisms in (1.2.2) hold after taking GrWi .
Remark 1.2 (ii). We have the inclusions
(1.2.6) f V βΩnf ⊂ V β+1Ωnf (β ∈ Q),
since f is identified with GrF t on Gr
0
FGf = Ω
n
f .
1.3. Microlocal V -filtration. Let (if)+OX be the direct image of OX as a D-module by
the graph embedding if : X → X × C associated with f . This is identified with
Mf := OX [∂t]δ(t−f),
where t is the coordinate of C. The action of ∂xi on Mf is given by
(1.3.1) ∂xi
(
g ∂kt δ(t−f)
)
= (∂xig)∂
k
t δ(t−f)− g(∂xif)∂k+1t δ(t−f),
where g ∈ OX . We have the V -filtration of Kashiwara [Ka2] and Malgrange [Ma2] on Mf
indexed by Q such that ∂tt− β is nilpotent on GrβVMf .
We have the algebraic microlocalization
(1.3.2) M˜ f := OX [∂t, ∂−1t ]δ(t−f).
It has the Hodge filtration F by the order of ∂−1t together with the V -filtration defined by
using the V -filtration on Mf , see [Sa7]. The V -filtration and the microlocal V -filtration on
OX are defined respectively by the filtered isomorphisms (see [Sa7]):
(1.3.3) (OX , V ) = Gr0F (Mf , V ), (OX , V˜ ) = Gr0F (M˜ f , V ).
Remark 1.3 (i). By the construction (see loc. cit. and also (2.5.4) below), we have
(1.3.4) V αOX = V˜ αOX (α 6 1).
and these can be identified essentially with the multiplier ideals (see [BS1]) except for the
difference in the index of filtration, where the V -filtrations are left-continuous, but the
multiplier ideals are right continuous, see also [MSS2].
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Remark 1.3 (ii). The Bernstein-Sato polynomial bf (s) is defined as the minimal polynomial
of the action of s := −∂tt on
Nf := DX [s]f s
/DX [s]f s+1,
where f s is identified with δ(t−f) (see (2.2) below) so that we have the inclusion
DX [s]f s = DX〈s, t〉f s ⊂Mf .
The microlocal Bernstein-Sato polynomial b˜f (s) is defined as the minimal polynomial of the
action of s := −∂tt on
N˜f := DX〈s, ∂−1t 〉 δ(t−f)
/DX〈s, ∂−1t 〉 ∂−1t δ(t−f),
and coincides with the reduced Bernstein-Sato polynomial bf (s)/(s+1), see [Sa7].
We have the inclusions
(1.3.5) GrαVOX →֒ GrαVNf (α < αf + 1),
(1.3.6) Grα
V˜
OX →֒ GrαV N˜f (α < α˜f + 1),
where αf , α˜f are, up to sign, the maximal root of bf(s), b˜f (s) respectively, and we have
αf = min(α˜f , 1). For the proof of (1.3.6), we need the inclusion
F 1M˜ f ⊂ V α˜f+1M˜ f ,
since the definition of V˜ uses the graded quotient as in the second isomorphism of (1.3.3),
and not the inclusion OXδ(t−f) →֒ M˜ f .
As for (1.3.5), we cannot get any information for α ∈ (1, αf +1), since the source vanishes
for such α by the periodicity of the V -filtration (or multiplier ideals)
(1.3.7) f V αOX = V α+1OX (α > 0).
From (1.3.5–6) one can deduce some relation between the (microlocal) multiplier ideals
and the roots of (microlocal) Bernstein-Sato polynomial, since the action of s+α is nilpotent
on GrαVNf , Gr
α
V N˜f .
Remark 1.3 (iii). It is also possible to show the above well-known relation between the
multiplier ideals and the roots of Bernstein-Sato polynomial using |f 2|s and integration by
parts, or equivalently, derivation as a distribution, although certain delta functions or locally
non-integrable functions (that is, not belonging to L1loc(X)) might appear in the intermediate
stages, when one applies the derivation as a distribution repeatedly. In the real variable case,
the delta function may appear, for instance, in the case f = x, s = 1/2, since
∂2x
(|x2|1/2) = ∂x(2H(x)− 1) = 2δ(x),
where H(x), δ(x) are the Heaviside and delta functions of real one variable. In the complex
variable case, locally non-integrable functions may appear, for instance, in the case f = z,
s = c ∈ (0, 1). Indeed, we have the following equality on a punctured disk ∆∗ :
∂2z ∂
2
z(zz)
c = c2(c− 1)2|z|2(c−2),
where the right-hand side is not a locally integrable function on ∆ (defined outside a subset
of measure 0). It is better to use analytic continuation in s so that some equality can be
shown for Re s≫ 0 (forgetting the intermediate stages).
Remark 1.3 (iv). The minimal exponents αf , α˜f in (1.3.5–6) are invariant under a non-
characteristic restriction to a closed submanifold X ′ ⊂ X , for instance, if X ′ transversally
intersects any strata of a Whitney stratification compatible with ψfCX . This follows for
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instance from [DMST, Theorem 1.1 and Lemma 4.1], since the minimal exponents can be
determined by the Hodge filtration on the GrαVMf using [Sa7, 2.1.4 and 2.2.3].
One can use this invariance to deduce the semi-continuity assertion in Theorem E (2) from
Theorem E (1) in [MP3] by induction on the dimension of the parameter space T . Indeed,
there is a non-empty Zariski open subset T ′ ⊂ T such that the fiber of t ∈ T ′ is transversal
to any strata of the above stratification, and the function x 7→ α˜D,x is semi-continuous.
1.4. Coincidence of the two quotient V -filtrations. In this subsection we prove the
following (see also [DS2, (4.11.4)]).
Proposition 1.4. The quotient V -filtration on Ωnf
∼= C{x}/(∂f) in (1.2) defined by using
the surjection (1.2.1) coincides with the quotient V -filtration induced from the microlocal
V -filtration on OX,0 = C{x} using the canonical surjection C{x} → C{x}/(∂f).
Proof. This is proved by using the strictness of the bifiltered de Rham complex(
DR(M˜f,0);F, V
)
.
Note first that the highest cohomology
Hn
(
DR(M˜f,0)
)
coincides with the Gauss-Manin system
Hn
(
DR(Mf,0)
)
= Gf ,
since the action of ∂t on the latter is bijective. The filtrations on the top cohomology induced
by V , F coincide respectively with the V -filtration of the Gauss-Manin system Gf (see [DS2,
(4.11.5)]) and the filtration defined by the shifted Brieskorn lattices ∂−pt H
′′
f (p ∈ Z).
The strictness of the above bifiltered complex means the bistrictness for the two filtrations
F , V , that is, the three filtrations F, V,G on each component form compatible filtrations,
where G is defined by the kernel and image of the differential of the complex. Then Gr•F
and H• commute in a compatible way with the filtration V , see also [Sa2, Corollary 1.2.13].
Here Gr•F of the de Rham complex is identified with the Koszul complex
K•(C{x}; f1, . . . , fn)
associated with the multiplications by the partial derivatives fi := ∂xif (i ∈ [1, n]) on C{x}.
The filtration induced by V on
Gr0F (M˜ f,0) = OX,0 = C{x}
coincides with the microlocal V -filtration on C{x} by definition, see (1.3.3).
These imply that the quotient filtration V on C{x}/(∂f) induced by the microlocal V -
filtration on C{x} coincides with the one induced by the surjection (1.2.1), since the canonical
filtered isomorphism
(1.4.1) HnGr0F (DR(M˜f,0), V ) = Gr
0
FH
n(DR(M˜f,0), V )
provides the filtered isomorphism
(1.4.2) Hn(K•(C{x}; f1, . . . , fn), V ) = Gr0F (Gf , V ).
So Proposition (1.4) follows.
Remark 1.4. In the weighted homogeneous isolated singularity case, Proposition (1.4)
follows also from [Sa10, Proposition in 2.2] where an explicit description of the microlocal
V -filtration is given for weighted homogeneous isolated singularities. (Here the assumption
that any weight wi is the inverse of an integer is not necessary by using [Sa8, Remark (ii) in
Section 4.1] as is remarked by Mingyi Zhang.)
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1.5. Weighted homogeneous case. There is a well-known formula for the spectrum of a
weighted homogeneous polynomial with an isolated singularity
(1.5.1) Spf (t) =
∏n
i=1 (t
wi − t)/(1− twi),
where the wi are the weights of variables xi associated with f . This formula is conjectured
in [St2], and follows essentially from [St1] where a generalization of the Griffiths theorem
to the Milnor cohomology of weighted homogeneous isolated hypersurface singularities is
proved (although the relation with the monodromy should be added).
Actually the equality (1.5.1) follows also from [SS], [Va1]. Indeed, by an argument similar
to the proof of [Sa1, Proposition 3.3], we can show that
(1.5.2) ∂tt[x
νdx] = ℓw(ν)[x
νdx] with ℓw(ν) :=
∑
i wi(νi + 1),
where xν =
∏
i x
νi
i , and dx := dx1 ∧ · · · ∧ dxn, see also [DS3, Section 2.2]. Define a filtration
Vw on C{x} by
(1.5.3) V βwC{x} :=
∑
ℓw(ν)>β
C{x}xν .
Then (1.5.2) implies the following:
(1.5.4) The V -filtration on H ′′f is given by the quotient filtration of Vw.
This and (1.2.2) imply (1.5.1), since we have the equality
(1.5.5) HP
(
C{x}/(∂f), Vw
)
=
∏n
i=1 (t
wi − t)/(1− twi),
where the left-hand side denotes the Hilbert Poicare´ series of the filtered vector space(
C{x}/(∂f), Vw
)
, that is, the one for the graded vector space Gr•Vw
(
C{x}/(∂f)).
Remark 1.5 (i). In [JKY] the equality (1.5.5) is shown by using an inductive argument.
However, there are shorter methods as follows:
(a) As in [Sa3, (4.2.2)], [Sa8, (4.1.1)], consider the flat morphism
ρ := (f1, . . . , fn) : C
n → Cn,
so that C[x] is a free graded module over C[y] generated freely by a C-basis of C[x]/(∂f)
(which is isomorphic to C{x}/(∂f)) using the graded version of Nakayama’s lemma, where
y1, . . . , yn are the coordinates of the target space C
n so that ρ∗yi = fi. This implies the
equality
(1.5.6)
∏n
i=1 (1− twi)−1 = t−α1 Spf(t)
∏n
i=1 (1− t1−wi)−1 in Z[[t]],
since deg fi = 1 − wi and t−α1 Spf(t) is the Hilbert-Poincare´ series of C[x]/(∂f) with V -
filtration not shifted by αf,1 =
∑
i wi as in (1.5.2–3). Indeed, the left-hand-side of (1.5.6) is
the Hilbert-Poincare´ series of the graded vector space C[x] with deg xi = wi, and similarly
for C[y] with deg yi = 1− wi.
(b) Observe first that the coefficient of Xp in the polynomial
(1.5.7)
∏n
i=1(X + t
wi)(1− twi)−1 ∈ Q[[t]][X ]
is the Hilbert-Poincare´ series of the graded vector space of algebraic (n−p)-forms Ωn−p,
where deg dxi = wi. Since the Koszul complex (Ω
•, df∧) gives a graded free resolution of
Ωnf , and f and df have degree 1 by assumption, it is then enough to substitute −t in X to
get the Hilbert-Poincare´ series of Ωnf . Here the minus sign is needed to calculate the Euler
characteristic of the Koszul complex (up to a sign).
Remark 1.5 (ii). If f is a weighted homogenous polynomial with an isolated singularity, the
roots of the reduced Bernstein-Sato polynomial have multiplicity 1, and coincide with the
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spectral numbers up to sign. Admitting (1.5.1), (1.5.5), this was proved in [Ma1] or [Sat].
(In the latter, an argument similar to [Sa8, Remark 4.2(i)] was used.)
1.6. Semi-weighted-homogeneous case. A holomorphic function f ∈ C{x} having an
isolated singularity at 0 is called semi-weighted-homogeneous with weights w1, . . . , wn > 0 if
there is a decomposition f = f1 + f>1 such that f1 a weighted homogeneous polynomial of
weights wi having an isolated singularity at the origin, and f1, f>1 are C-linear combinations
of monomials xν :=
∏
i x
νi
i satisfying
∑
iwiνi = 1 and
∑
iwiνi > 1 respectively, where
ν = (ν1, . . . , νn) ∈ Nn. This is equivalent to that f is a µ-constant deformation of a weighted
homogeneous polynomial with an isolated singularity, see [Va3].
Since the spectrum is invariant by µ-constant deformations (see for instance [Va2]), we
have
(1.6.1) Spf(t) = Spf1(t) =
∏n
i=1 (t
wi − t)/(1− twi).
For g =
∑
νcνx
ν ∈ C{x}, define
(1.6.2) v(g) := min
{∑
i wi(νi + 1) | cν 6= 0
}
.
It is known that (1.5.4) also holds in the semi-weighted-homogeneous case by defining Vw as
in (1.5.3) (using a 1-parameter µ-constant deformation where we get a constant family of
Gauss-Manin systems, and taking the completion by the filtration Vw). We have
(1.6.3) v(1) = αf,1 =
∑n
i=1wi.
Put
(1.6.4) γf(g) := max
{
v(xig)}i∈[1,n], γf := γf(1).
We have
(1.6.5) γf = αf,1 + wmax with wmax := max{wi}i∈[1,n].
1.7. Non-degenerate Newton boundary case. Let Γ+(f) be the Newton polyhedron of
f ∈ C{x} at 0, that is, the convex hull of the union of ν + Rn>0 for ν ∈ Supp(x)f with
(1.7.1) Supp(x)f := {ν ∈ Nn | aν 6= 0} if f =
∑
ν aνx
ν ∈ C{x}.
We will denote by Γ(f) the convex hull of Supp(x)f . We say that f has non-degenerate
Newton boundary at the origin, if for any compact face σ ⊂ Γ+(f), we have
(1.7.2)
{
xi∂xifσ = 0 (∀ i ∈ [1, n])
} ∩ (C∗)n = ∅,
where fσ :=
⊕
ν∈σ aνx
ν , see [Ko]. (This definition is equivalent to the one in [Sa1], see [Ko].)
For g ∈ C{x}, set
(1.7.3) v(g) := max
{
a ∈ R | 1n+Supp(x)g ⊂ aΓ+(f)
}
,
with 1n := (1, . . . , 1). Define γf(g), γf by (1.6.4). Note that αf,1 = v(1), and the V -filtration
on Ωnf
∼= C{x}/(∂f) in (1) is induced by the Newton filtration V •N on C{x} defined by
(1.7.4) V βNC{x} := {v(g) > β} (see [Sa1], [VK]).
(Here the convenience condition is not necessary in the isolated singularity case as is shown
in Corollary A in Appendix below.)
We say that f is convenient, if the intersection of Γ+(f) with every coordinate axis is
non-empty. In the isolated hypersurface singularity case, we may assume f is convenient by
adding monomials xaii to f for ai ≫ 0 if necessary. This is allowed by the finite determinacy
of holomorphic functions with isolated singularities as is used in [Br], [SS], [Va1], etc. It is
expected that γf(g) remains unchanged by adding x
ai
i to f if ai ≫ 0 (depending on g).
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Remark 1.7. Condition (1.7.2) is equivalent to that the subvariety of (C∗)n defined by fσ
is reduced and smooth. Indeed, any compact face σ ⊂ Γ+(f) is contained in a hyperplane
Hℓ ⊂ Rn defined by a linear equation ℓ(ν) :=
∑n
i=1 ciνi − c0 = 0 with ci strictly positive
(∀ i ∈ [0, n]). Note that the non-vanishing of c0 is required to claim that fσ is a linear
combination of the xi∂xifσ. (This equivalence does not hold, that is, the smoothness of
f−1σ (0) is not enough, in the case one considers a Newton polyhedron at infinity associated
with a Laurent polynomial f unless σ is contained in a hyperplane Hℓ with c0 6= 0.)
1.8. Spectrum for the general hypersurface case. Let f : (X, 0) → (C, 0) be a non-
constant holomorphic function (which does not necessarily have an isolated singularity). We
define the Steenbrink spectrum by
(1.8.1) Spf (t) :=
∑n−1
j=0 (−1)jSpjf(t),
where Spjf (t) is the j th spectrum defined by replacing H
n−1(Ff ,C) with H˜
n−1−j(Ff ,C) in
(1.1.1) for j ∈ [0, n − 1] (H˜ denotes the reduced cohomology). This is a fractional power
polynomial as in the isolated singularity case (although the definition in [St3] is slightly
different by the division by t).
It is sometimes better to use
(1.8.2) Sp′f(t) := t
n Spf
(
1
t
)
,
for instance, in the proof of the Steenbrink conjecture, see [Sa5, Section 2.2]. Note that Sp′f(t)
is called the Hodge spectrum by Denef and Loeser in the definition before [DL, Corollary
6.24], although Spf(t) is so called in [Bu]. These can be different, since the symmetry (1.1.2)
as in the isolated singularity case does not necessarily hold. (For instance, the jumping
coefficients in (0, 1) smaller than the minimal exponents at x ∈ X \ {0} are Steenbrink
spectral numbers in certain cases, but this is not clear for the Hodge spectrum since there
may be a cancellation among the Sp′jf (t).)
The difference between Spf(t) and Sp
′
f(t) is closely related to the one between i
∗
0 and i
!
0
(where i0 : {0} →֒ X is the inclusion), since the vanishing cycle sheaves are self-dual up to a
Tate twist depending on the monodromy eigenvalue, see [Sa4, (2.6.2)]. Note that the mixed
Hodge structure on the vanishing cohomology in the non-isolated singularity case is defined
by applying the cohomological functor Hki∗0 to the vanishing cycle Hodge module (which is
denoted by ϕfQh,X [n−1] in this paper).
2. Hodge ideals on complex manifolds
In this section we review Hodge ideals for Q-divisors on complex manifolds.
2.1. Hodge ideals in the analytic case. The Hodge ideals are defined in the algebraic
case, see [MP1], [MP2], [MP3]. However, they can be defined also in the analytic setting,
since so are Hodge modules (although the standard functors between the derived categories
cannot be defined in general). This may be useful even in the isolated singularity case.
Indeed, although analytic isolated hypersurface singularities are always algebraizable, the
independence of algebraization for Hodge ideals does not seem to be completely trivial unless
these are analytically defined.
Let D =
∑
k αkZk (αk ∈ Q>0) be an effective Q-divisor on a complex manifold (or a
smooth complex algebraic variety) X with Zk the reduced irreducible components. Set
Z :=
⋃
k Zk, U := X \ Z with jU : U →֒ X the inclusion.
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Locally on X , there is a unique C-local system LD of rank 1 on U whose local monodromy
around Zk \ SingZ is given by the multiplication by e2πiαk for any k. This is unique by
considering the tensor product of one local system with the dual of another. Indeed, for
a contractible open subset B ⊂ X , we have the vanishing of the first homology group
H1(B \ SingZ,Z) which is the abelianization of the fundamental group (since SingZ ⊂ X
has codimension at least 2). Its existence can be shown by considering a C-local system
of rank 1 on C∗ whose monodromy is given by the multiplication by e2πiα (α ∈ Q>0), and
taking its pull-back by a holomorphic function f such that
(2.1.1) D = α(divf) (hence α−1αk ∈ Z>0).
Here we may assume GCD(α−1αk) = 1 (although this condition is unstable by shrinking X).
Let LD(∗Z) be the meromorphic extension of OU ⊗C LD. This is a regular holonomic
DX -module corresponding to R(jU)∗LD, and can be defined also by the direct image of the
meromorphic extension on an embedded resolution of Z ⊂ X (see [De]). It has a canonical
meromorphic connection together with a locally free OX -submodule LD such that
(2.1.2) LD|U = OU ⊗C LD,
and the restriction of LD to U ′ := X \ SingZ is stable by the logarithmic connection with
eigenvalue of its residue along Zk \ SingZ equal to −αk. This is unique, since so is its
restriction to U ′ (loc. cit.), and the Hartogs theorem implies that
(2.1.3) LD = (jU ′)∗j−1U ′ LD,
with jU ′ : U
′ →֒ X the inclusion. Its existence can be shown by using a holomorphic function
f as above, since we have locally on X the following isomorphism of regular holonomic DX -
modules (see also [Sa9]):
(2.1.4) LD(∗Z) = OX(∗Z)f−α.
We can show that LD(∗Z) is isomorphic to a direct factor of the underlying DX-module of
a mixed Hodge module by using the action of the covering transformation group of a ramified
covering defined by X˜ := {ze = f} ⊂ X × C with e a positive integer satisfying eα ∈ N.
Here we first take the open direct image of the constant Hodge module on X˜ \{z = 0} under
the open inclusion into X˜ (see [Sa4, Proposition 2.11]), and then the cohomological direct
image under the projection X × P1 → X (see for instance [Sa4, Proposition 2.14]). For the
algebraic case, see also [MP2]. (It seems easier to show that the Hodge ideals are independent
of a choice of f in the analytic case; for instance, we can take u1/e for an invertible function
u ∈ OX,0, although we would need an e´tale neighborhood in the algebraic case.)
We then get the Hodge filtration F on LD(∗Z) with the inclusions of OX -modules
(2.1.5) Fp
(LD(∗Z)) ⊂ LD(pZ) ⊂ LD(∗Z) (p ∈ N),
where LD(pZ) denotes the canonical image of LD ⊗OX OX(pZ) in LD(∗Z). Note that
this Hodge filtration depends only on the D-module LD(∗Z) by the formula for the Hodge
filtration on the open direct images (see [Sa2, 3.2.3.2]) applied to jU : U →֒ X .
The Hodge ideals Ip(αZ) ⊂ OX are then defined by the equality of OX -submodules
(2.1.6) Fp
(LD(∗Z)) = Ip(αZ)LD(pZ) in LD(pZ) (p ∈ N).
Here the right-hand side is the OX -submodule of LD(pZ) consisting of hv with h ∈ Ip(αZ)
and v any local generator of LD(pZ).
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By definition the Hodge ideals modulo multiplications by locally principal ideals of OX
depend only on the αk mod Z (since so is LD), see also [MP2, Lemma 4.4]. So we may
assume as in [MP3, Theorem A]
(2.1.7) αk ∈ (0, 1] (∀ k), that is, ⌈D⌉ = Z.
The last condition is equivalent to that LD|U ′ is the Deligne extension with eigenvalues of
the residues contained in [−1, 0), where U ′ is as in (2.1.3). Set as in [MP3]
(2.1.8) I ′′p (D) := Ip(D) OX
(
p(Z−divf)) ⊂ OX ,
where the right-hand side is the product of the two ideals of OX . This means that
(2.1.9) Fp
(LD(∗Z)) = I ′′p (αZ)LD(p(divf)) in LD(∗Z) (p ∈ N).
If the αk are independent of k, we assume αk = α (∀ k) so that D = αZ with Z = divf , and
hence I ′′p (D) = Ip(D).
Remark 2.1. In the irreducible divisor case with D = αZ (α > 0), one could define the
(microlocal) Hodge ideals by
(2.1.10) I(αZ) := Ip(α
′Z) with α′ ∈ (0, 1], p = α− α′ ∈ N.
This is, however, impossible in the reducible case unless the ⌈αk⌉ are independent of k.
Assuming (2.1.7) and choosing a holomorphic function f as in (2.1.1), we can describe
the Hodge ideals more explicitly using the two isomorphisms explained in the following two
subsections.
2.2. The first isomorphism. We denote by if : X →֒ Y := X × C the graph embedding
with t the coordinate of C. Let M be a holonomic DX-module such that the action of f is
bijective. It is well-known to specialists that there is a natural isomorphism of DY -modules
(2.2.1) (if )+M
(
=M [∂t]δ(t−f)
) ∼−→ M [s]f s.
This is noted essentially in [Ma1, p. 110] in the case M = OX(∗Z). The right-hand side of
(2.2.1) has a structure of a left DX〈s, t〉-module such that the action of t is bijective. (We
use 〈s, t〉 rather than [s, t], since s, t do not commute.) Here the action of t on M [s]f s is
defined by
(2.2.2) t(msjf s) = (fm)(s+1)jf s (m ∈M),
(as is written in [Ka1] in the case M = OX). The action of OX on M [s]f s is a natural one,
but the action of a vector field ξ on X is twisted as follows:
(2.2.3) ξ(msjf s) = ξ(m)sjf s + (ξ(f)/f)msj+1f s (m ∈M).
The DY -module structure on M [s]f s together with the DY -linear morphism (2.2.1) can be
obtained by identifying s with −∂tt so that the action of ∂t is given by −s t−1. The bijectivity
of (2.2.1) can be shown by using increasing filtrations by the order of s and ∂t.
As in the proof of [MP3, Proposition 2.5], we have the equalities for i ∈ N
(2.2.4) ∂itt
i = Qi(∂tt) with Qi(x) := x(x+ 1) · · · (x+ i− 1).
(Consider, for instance, their actions on tα to verify the equality.) These imply that
(2.2.5) ∂jt δ(t−f) = f−jQj(−s)f s.
So the Qi(x) give an explicit description of the isomorphism (2.2.1).
Remark 2.2 (i). The action of a vector field ξ ∈ ΘX on (jf )+M = M [∂t]δ(t−f) is twisted
as in (1.3.1), and this is compatible with (2.2.7). We can explain this twist by considering
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two lifts of vector fields ξ to Y = X × C as follows: The first one is the natural one using
the product structure of X × C, and is denoted by ξ(1). The second one is defined by
ξ(2) := ξ(1) + ξ(f)∂t.
We have
ξ(2)f = 0, hence ξ(2)δ(t−f) = 0.
This implies the twist of the action of vector fields as in (1.3.1), since
ξ(1) = ξ(2) − ξ(f)∂t.
This argument can be extended to the case M is any holonomic D-module.
Here it may be better to use an trivialization of the projection Y → X given by the section
defined by the graph of f so that the direct image as D-module is defined in the product
case. (One can also use an automorphism of Y over X defined by (x, t) 7→ (x, t−f(x)) and
its inverse.)
Remark 2.2 (ii). In [Sa9, (1.1)], two coordinate systems of Y are used to explain the above
twist of the action of vector fields: the first one is the natural one, that is, (x1, . . . , xn, t), and
the second one is given by (x1, . . . , xn, t−f). (Note that the vector field ∂xi heavily depends
on the choice of other coordinates.)
2.3. The second isomorphism. For α ∈ Q, it is also well-known to specialists that there
are isomorphism of DX〈s, t〉-modules (on which the action of t is bijective)
(2.3.1)
OX(∗Z)[s]f s ∼−→
(OX(∗Z)f−α)[s]f s
|∪ |∪
gsjf s 7→ gf−α (s−α)jf s ( g ∈ OX(∗Z)).
This is DX〈s, t〉-linear up to the shift of s by −α (more precisely, it is DX〈s, t〉-linear when
the action of DX〈s, t〉 on the target is given via an automorphism of DX〈s, t〉 which is the
identity on DX〈t〉 and sends s to s−α. It should be noted that this shift of s is required to
get the compatibility with the action of DX (or the vector field ξ) as is explained in (2.2.3).
This implies that the V -filtration is shifted by −α under the isomorphism (2.3.1) using the
uniqueness of V -filtration.
Note that the second isomorphism (2.3.1) for α = 1 coincides with the action of t−1.
Remark 2.3. Concerning the second isomorphism (2.3.1), some technical difficulty was
noted in [DS1, Section 1.8]. However, this does not seem to cause any problems related to
Hodge ideals for Q-divisors (especially the determination of minimal exponents) as long as
examples are calculated. For instance, consider a homogeneous polynomial
f = x4 + y4 + z4 + (x2 + y2 + z2)w2 ∈ C[x, y, z, w].
We can compute the mixed Hodge structure on the (−1)-eigenspace of the Milnor cohomology
H3(Ff ,C)−1 (with Ff := f
−1(1) ⊂ C4) using the weight spectral sequence, and get
(2.3.2) dimGrpFGr
W
p+qH
3(Ff ,C)−1 =

9 if (p, q) = (2, 1) or (1, 2),
1 if (p, q) = (2, 2),
0 otherwise.
Here Z := {f = 0} ⊂ X := P3 has only one singular point z0 of type A1 so that
dimH3(Ff ,C)−1 = −χ(X \ Z) = −χ(X \ Z ′)− 1 = 19,
with Z ′ ⊂ P3 a nonsingular surface of degree 4 (since the Milnor number of Z is 1).
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On the other hand, the Hodge filtration F on H3(Ff ,C)−1 can be calculated by using
the de Rham complex of a filtered DX-module (LD(∗Z), F ) which is locally as in (2.1) with
D := 1
2
Z, see for instance [BS2, 1.4.1]. We then get
(2.3.3) dimF pH3(Ff ,C)−1 =
{
10 if p = 2,
19 if p = 1,
applying Corollary (2.6) below as well as the Bott formula for k > 0, p ∈ [0, n] (with n = 3):
dimHq(Y,ΩpPn(k)) =
{(
k−1
p
)(
k+n−p
k
)
if q = 0, k > p,
0 otherwise.
More precisely, we have FpLD(∗Z) = Ip(D)LD(pZ) with LD(pZ) ∼= OX(2+4p) (p > 0), and
dimF 2H3(Ff ,C)−1 =
∑1
j=0 (−1)j dimH0
(
X,Ω3−jX (6−4j)
)
= 10,
dimF 1H3(Ff ,C)−1 =
∑2
j=0 (−1)j dimH0
(
X,Ω3−jX (10−4j)
)− 1 = 19,
where −1 before the last equality comes from the isomorphism I2(D)z0 = mX,z0 using Corol-
lary (2.6) below with the equality α˜Z,z0 =
3
2
and surjectivity of Γ
(
X,OX(k)
)→ OX,z0/mk+1X,z0
(k ∈ N). This is compatible with (2.3.2), which implies that I1(D) = OX , I2(D)z0 = mX,z0 .
(We may also consider (LD(∗Z), F ) for D = 14Z or 34Z. The details are left to the reader.)
2.4. Formula of Mustat¸aˇ and Popa [MP3, Theorem A]. In the notation of (2.1–3), the
above two isomorphisms (2.2.1) and (2.3.1) immediately imply the following.
Theorem 2.4 (see [MP3, Theorem A] for the algebraic case). Assume (2.1.7) (that is,
⌈D⌉ = Z). Then for p ∈ N, we have the equalities
(2.4.1) I ′′p (D) =
{∑p
j=0Qj(α)f
p−jgj |
∑p
j=0 gj ∂
j
t δ(t−f) ∈ V α(if)+OX
}
,
where gj ∈ OX , and I ′′p (D) is as in (2.1.8–9).
Proof. Setting
(M,F ) := (OX(∗Z)f−α, F ), (Mf , F ) := (if)+(M,F ),
we have the description of the Hodge filtration F on Mf as in [Sa2, (3.2.3.2)]:
(2.4.2) FpMf =
∑
i>0 ∂
i
t
(
V 0Mf ∩ j∗j−1Fp−iMf
)
(p ∈ Z),
where j : X × C∗ →֒ X × C is the inclusion. (Note that Mf does not mean the localization
of M by f , which coincides with M itself by the bijectivity of the action of f on M .)
By definition the direct sum decomposition
(2.4.3) (if)+M =
⊕
p∈NM ∂
p
t
is compatible with the Hodge filtration F . (Note that the restriction of F over X × C∗ is
given by the order of ∂t.) We then get
(2.4.4) FpM = pr0(Fp(if)+M) (p ∈ Z),
using the projection associated with the direct sum decomposition (2.4.3)
(2.4.5) pr0 : (if)+M→ M (=M ∂0t ).
This implies that it is enough to consider the case i = 0 in the right-hand side of (2.4.2).
Note that the projection pr0 is compatible with the first isomorphism (2.3.1), and can be
given for M [s]f s by the constant term of a polynomial in s, that is, by substituting 0 in s
(since s = −∂tt).
Returning to the proof of (2.4.1), the polynomial Qi(−s) in (2.2.5) is transformed into
Qi(α−s) by the second isomorphism (2.3.1), and we get Qi(α) in (2.4.1) by substituting
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s = 0 into Qi(α−s). The equality (2.4.1) then follows from (2.4.4). Here we have gj ∈ OX ,
instead of gj ∈ OX(∗Z), since there are isomorphisms
(2.4.6) V α(if)+OX ∼−→ V α(if )+(OX(∗Z)) (α > 0).
This follows from [Sa2, Lemma 3.1.3 and Corollary 3.1.5], where Vα = V
−α. This finishes
the proof of Theorem (2.4).
As a corollary of Theorem (2.4), we get the following.
Corollary 2.4 (see [MP3, Theorem A] for the algebraic case). Under the assumption of
Theorem (2.4), we have the equalities
(2.4.7) I ′′p (D) = V˜
α+pOX mod (f) (∀ p ∈ N).
Proof. This follows from Theorem (2.4) by the definition of microlocal V -filtration in (1.3.3),
since D = α(divf), ⌈D⌉ = Z, hence α ∈ (0, 1] (and Qi(α) 6= 0 for α > 0). This finishes the
proof of Corollary (2.4). (This was shown in [Sa10] when α = 1.)
Remark 2.4 (i). Calculations about Qi(x) in Appendix of the original version of [MP3] do
not seem to be needed in the above argument.
Remark 2.4 (ii). Restricting to a neighborhood of a smooth point of Z, assume f = xm1
(m > 2) with x1 a local coordinate of X . Then
(2.4.8) V˜ α
′OX = xk1OX if ⌈α′m⌉ = k + 1 + ⌊k/(m−1)⌋.
This follows from [MSS2, 2.6] or [Sa10, 2.2] using the compatibility of the microlocal V-
filtration with smooth pull-backs. Since SingZ = ∅ and divf = mZ, we have by (2.1.8)
(2.4.9) I ′′p (αmZ) = x
p(m−1)
1 OX if αm ∈ (0, 1].
These are compatible with (2.4.7). Indeed, setting α′ = α+p, k = p(m−1), we get
(2.4.10) ⌈α′m⌉ = pm+ 1 = k + 1 + ⌊k/(m−1)⌋.
Remark 2.4 (iii). In [Sa8, Theorems 0.4 and 0.6], V˜ kOX , V˜ >kOX for k > 2 should be
replaced by the corresponding Hodge ideals. (See also [MSS2, 4.1] for V >1OX/V˜ >1OX .)
2.5. Semi-weighted-homogeneous or non-degenerate case. In the notation of (2.1),
assume D = αZ (α ∈ (0, 1]), Z = divf has an isolated singularity at 0, and moreover f
is semi-weighted-homogeneous with weights wi, or has non-degenerate Newton boundary,
for some local coordinates x1, . . . , xn as in the introduction. In the non-degenerate case we
assume f is convenient (that is, the intersection of the Newton polyhedron Γ+(f) with every
coordinate axis of Rn is non-empty) so that [BGMM, Proposition B.1.2.3] can be applied.
Set
(2.5.1) C{x}>β :=∑v(g)>β C{x}g ⊂ C{x} = OX,0,
where v(g) is as in (1.6–7). (It does not seem completely clear whether the two definitions of
v(g) in (1.6–7) coincide in the case f is semi-weighted-homogeneous and has non-degenerate
Newton boundary at the same time, although the right-hand side of (2.5.2) or (2.6,4) below
should be the same.) We have the following.
Theorem 2.5 (see [Zh, Theorem 5.5]). Under the above assumptions, we have the following
equalities for α ∈ (0, 1], p ∈ N :
(2.5.2) Fp
(OX,0(∗Z)f−α) =∑pj=0 Fp−jDX,0(C{x}>α+jf−α−j).
(This was shown in [Sa8, Theorem 0.9] in the semi-weighted-homogeneous case for α = 1.)
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Proof. In the notation of (1.3), we can reduce (2.5.2) by the arguments in (2.2–4) to the
following for α ∈ Q, p ∈ Z:
(2.5.3) FpV
α
(OX,0[∂t, ∂−1t ]δ(t−f)) =∑j6p Fp−jDX,0(C{x}>α+j∂ jt δ(t−f)).
Indeed, the microlocalization morphism
ι :
(OX [∂t]δ(t−f);F, V ) →֒ (OX [∂t, ∂−1t ]δ(t−f);F, V )
induces the filtered isomorphisms for α < 1 :
GrαV ι : Gr
α
V
(OX [∂t]δ(t−f), F ) ∼−→ GrαV (OX [∂t, ∂−1t ]δ(t−f), F ),
and we have for α 6 1, p ∈ Z
(2.5.4) ι−1FpV
α
(OX [∂t, ∂−1t ]δ(t−f)) = FpV α(OX [∂t]δ(t−f)).
(Here it is enough to show the assertion for F and V separately.) Note also that the projection
pr0 in (2.4.5) is compatible with the action of DX , and Qi(α) 6= 0 for α > 0.
The assertion (2.5.3) is shown in [Sa8] for the semi-weighted-homogeneous case and in [Zh]
for the non-degenerated case, where a non-trivial assertion [BGMM, Proposition B.1.2.3] is
used and the convenience condition is needed, although it can be avoided later as is shown
in Theorem (2.7) below. (It is rather easy to show the inclusion ⊃ in the assertions (2.5.2–3)
without assuming the convenience condition in the non-degenerate case, see [Sa7, Proposition
3.2].) This finishes the proof of Theorem (2.5).
2.6. More explicit description of Hodge ideals. To describe the Hodge ideals more
explicitly, consider the differential operators
(2.6.1) P (i, β) := f∂xi − βfi ∈ DX,0 (i ∈ [1, n], β ∈ Q),
where fi := ∂xif . This is justified by the equality
(2.6.2). ∂xi(gf
−β) =
(
P (i, β)g
)
f−β−1.
For i(k) = (i
(k)
0 , . . . , i
(k)
k−1) ∈ [1, n]k and α ∈ Q, set
P˜ (i(k), α) := P (i
(k)
k−1, α+k−1) ◦ · · · ◦P (i(k)1 , α+1) ◦P (i(k)0 , α) ∈ DX,0,
where P˜ (i(k), α) := 1 for k = 0. We have the equalities
(2.6.3) ∂
i
(k)
k−1
◦ · · · ◦ ∂
i
(k)
0
(gf−β) =
(
P˜ (i(k), β)g
)
f−β−k,
where ∂i := ∂xi . Theorem (2.5) is then equivalent to the following formula for the Hodge
ideals.
Corollary 2.6. Under the assumptions of Theorem (2.5), we have the following equalities
for α ∈ (0, 1], p ∈ N :
(2.6.4) Ip(αZ) =
∑p
k=0
∑
i(k)∈[1,n]kC{x}P˜ (i(k), α)C{x}>α+p−k.
This is essentially equivalent to an inductive formula as in [Zh, (10)]. In the non-degenerate
case, we can avoid the convenience assumption as is explained below.
2.7. Non-convenient non-degenerate case. In this subsection we show the following.
Theorem 2.7. In the non-degenerate Newton boundary case, the assumption that f is
convenient is not necessary for Theorem (2.5) and Corollary (2.6) if f is a polynomial with an
isolated singularity at 0 (using the finite determinacy of holomorphic functions with isolated
singularities).
Proof. Set
fac := f + c
∑n
i=1 x
ai
i .
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For any m ∈ Z, there are integers ai > m (i ∈ [1, n]) such that fac has non-degenerate
Newton boundary for any c ∈ ∆, see Proposition (A.2) in Appendix below. We can define
the Newton filtration Vc on OX,0 by the condition: vc(g) > α associated with the Newton
polyhedron Γ+(f
a
c ) as in (1.7) for any c ∈ ∆ (even if fa0 = f is not convenient when c = 0).
Since Γ+(f
a
c ) ⊃ Γ+(fa0 ), we have the inclusions
V βc OX,0 ⊃ V β0 OX,0 = C{x}>β (β ∈ Q).
Let Iα+pc be the right-hand side of (2.6.4) associated with f
a
c (c ∈ ∆), where C{x}>α+p−k
is replaced by V >α+p−kc OX,0. If m is sufficiently large (depending on fixed α, p), we can prove
the equalities :
(2.7.1) Iα+pc = I
α+p
0 in OX,0 (∀ c ∈ ∆, α ∈ (0, 1], p ∈ N).
For the proof, we need the following.
Sublemma 2.7. An ideal I ⊂ OX,0 contains mkX,0 if this holds mod mk+1X,0 .
(This follows from Nakayama’s lemma applied to a subideal of I whose image in OX,0/mk+1X,0
coincides with mkX,0/m
k+1
X,0 .)
Using Sublemma (2.7), we may consider everything mod mk+1X,0 for k very large, and we can
take the above m much larger than this k. More precisely, since f has an isolated singularity,
there is an integer k(α, p) > deg f such that Ip(αZ) ⊃ mk(α,p)X,0 and f is k(α, p)-determined,
that is, g ∈ OX,0 is right equivalent to f if f−g ∈ mk(α,p)+1X,0 . These imply that Iα+pc ⊃ mk(α,p)X,0
for m > k(α, p), c ∈ ∆∗, using Corollary (2.6). We can then prove (2.7.1) for m ≫ k(α, p)
with α, p fixed, since it is enough to show the equality Iα+pc = I
α+p
0 mod m
k(α,p)+1
X,0 by the
Sublemma (2.7). Note that for j ∈ [0, p] ∩ Z, m≫ k(α, p), we have
(2.7.2)
{
ν ∈ Nn | |ν| 6 k(α, p) + n} ∩ (α+j)(Γ+(fac ) \ Γ+(f)) = ∅.
Consider now the one-parameter family {fac }c∈∆. If m≫ 0, this should be an analytically
trivial family (after an automorphism of X×∆ over ∆) by finite determinacy of holomorphic
functions with isolated singularities and also by the existence of miniversal unfoldings. Set
Zc := {fac = 0} ⊂ X, Z˜ :=
⊔
c Zc ⊂ X ×∆.
By the analytic triviality of the family, we get the equalities
(2.7.3) Ip(αZc) = Ip(αZ˜)||u=c in OX (∀ c ∈ ∆),
with u the coordinate of ∆. The right-hand side denotes the image of Ip(αZ˜) in OX by
identifying {u = c} ⊂ X ×∆ with X , and is denoted by Ip(αZ˜) · OX×{c} in [MP3]. In our
case this is essentially the same as the usual restriction as O-modules by applying the tensor
product with O∆/(u−c)O∆ over O∆ (or the snake lemma for the multiplication by u−c) to
the short exact sequence
0→ Ip(αZ˜)→ OX×∆ → OX×∆/Ip(αZ˜)→ 0,
since the OX×∆/Ip(αZ˜) are free O∆-modules of finite type by the analytic triviality.
We thus get a deformation of mX,0-primary ideals of OX,0 depending on the coordinate of
∆ holomorphically, in particular, continuously. Here we may consider the finite dimensional
vector spaces Ip(αZc)/m
k(α,p)
X,0 , instead of Ip(αZc) ⊃ mk(α,p)X,0 , together with the short exact
sequences of finite dimensional vector spaces
0→ Ip(αZc)/mk(α,p)X,0 → OX,0/mk(α,p)X,0 → OX,0/Ip(αZc)→ 0,
as well as the corresponding exact sequences of finite free O∆-modules.
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By Corollary (2.6), we have the equalities
(2.7.4) Ip(αZc) = I
α+p
c in OX,0 (∀ c ∈ ∆∗),
and these hold also for c = 0 by (2.7.1), (2.7.3). This finishes the proof of Theorem (2.7).
Remark 2.7 (i). The above argument cannot be extended to the proof of a generalization
of [Zh, Corollary B] for non-degenerate functions, since [BGMM] would be needed again for
the passage from Corollary (2.6).
Remark 2.7 (ii). It is known that f is k-determined if k > µf + 1, more precisely, if
m
k+1
X,0 ⊂ m2X,0(∂f), see for instance [dJP, Theorem 9.1.4].
Remark 2.7 (iii). If f has an isolated singularity at 0 and f ∈ m3X,0, then, for each i ∈ [1, n],
there is j ∈ [1, n] such that
aiei + ej ∈ Supp(x)f with ai > 2.
(In this paper ei ∈ Rn denotes the ith unit vector.) For instance, f =
∑n
i=1 x
a
i xi+1 (a > 2)
has an isolated singularity at 0, where i is considered mod n so that xn+1 = x1.
Remark 2.7 (iv). The combinatorial data of the compact faces of Γ+(f
a
c ) (with c ∈ C∗)
may heavily depend on the choice of the ai. It does not seem clear whether the assertion at
the beginning of the proof of Theorem (2.7) holds with ai = m (∀ i ∈ [1, n]), since under the
last hypothesis, any compact face σ of the Newton polyhedron Γ+(f
a
c ) is not necessarily the
convex hull of the union of a compact face σ′ of Γ+(f) andmei (i ∈ I) for some I ⊂ {1, . . . , n}
with |I| = dim σ − dim σ′. For instance, if f = ∑n−1i=1 xixi+1 with n even, then Γ+(f) has
a unique (n−2)-dimensional compact face σ, and Γ+(fac ) with ai = m (∀ i ∈ [1, n]) and
c ∈ C∗ has two (n−1)-dimensional compact faces which are respectively the convex hulls of
σ ∪ {e2j−1}16j6n/2, σ ∪ {e2j}16j6n/2, and are contained in the hyperplanes defined by∑n/2
j=1
(
ν2j−1 + (m−1)ν2j
)
= m,
∑n/2
j=1
(
(m−1)ν2j−1 + ν2j
)
= m.
In the case n = 4, the number of k-dimensional compact faces of Γ+(f
a
c ) for k = 0, 1, 2, 3
with ai = m > 3 and c ∈ C∗ seems to be 7, 14, 11, 3 respectively. The first two 3-dimensional
compact faces are both half of an octahedron, and intersect each other along a triangle
(the intersection with some coordinate hyperplane is a rectangle). The third 3-dimensional
compact face is a tetrahedron in the hyperplane {ν1 + (m−1)ν2 + (m−1)ν3 + ν4 = m}.
3. Proofs of the main theorems and propositions
In this section we prove the main theorems and propositions.
3.1. Proof of Theorem 1. It is enough to show the equality (10). Since the minimal or
maximal exponent has multiplicity 1 (see (1.1.4)), we get by condition (7)
(3.1.1) dim f Ωnf = dimV
αf, µf Ωnf = 1.
(Recall that Ωnf
∼= C{x}/(∂f).) This implies that
(3.1.2) mX,0f Ω
n
f = 0.
Assume εf > 0. We first show the inequality
αHIf, µf > γf + 1,
or equivalently, the inclusion
(3.1.3) f Ωnf ⊂ V γf+1HI Ωnf .
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By the definition of γf together with (2.4.7) and Proposition (1.4), there is g ∈ mX,0 \m2X,0
satisfying
(3.1.4) g ∈ Ip(αZ), that is, gf−α−p ∈ Fp(OX(∗Z)f−α),
where γf = α+p with α ∈ (0, 1], p ∈ N. (Note that (∂f) ⊂ m2X,0.)
There is i ∈ [1, n] such that ∂xig ∈ C{x} is invertible. Applying ∂xi to gf−α−p, we then
get that
f ∈ Ip+1(αZ).
Indeed, the inclusion ∂xiFp ⊂ Fp+1 together (2.6.1–2) implies that(
P (i, α+p)g
)
f−α−p−1 ∈ Fp+1(OX(∗Z)f−α),
with P (i, α+p)g = (∂xig)f mod (∂f).
Thus (3.1.3) is proved. (Note that condition (A) is not needed for the proof of (3.1.3).)
We now show the non-inclusion
(3.1.5) f Ωnf 6⊂ V βHIΩnf for β > γf + 1.
Since f ∈ m3X,0 and γf + 1 > αf, µf , this assertion can be reduced to the following.
(3.1.6) γf = max
{
β ∈ Q | V βΩnf 6⊂ m2X,0Ωnf
}
,
using Corollary (2.6) (where condition (A) is needed). Indeed, we have by (3.1.2)
(∂ig)fΩ
n
f = 0 if g ∈ m2X,0,
and the assumption f ∈ m3X,0 implies that
(3.1.7) P (i, β)g = (∂ig)f − βgfi ∈ mk+2X,0 if g ∈ mkX,0.
(If f /∈ m3X,0, there is a problem in the g constant case, see the proof of Proposition 1 in
(3.4) below.)
We then get (3.1.5) and the equality (10) in the case εf > 0 (that is, α
HI
f, µf
= γf +1), since
(3.1.6) follows from the definition of γf .
The argument is similar in the case εf 6 0 (that is, γf + 1 6 αf, µf ). Note first that the
filtration V on Ωnf
∼= C{x}/(∂f) is induced by the filtration C{x}>β (β ∈ Q) defined above.
By Corollary (2.6), we then get the inequality
αHIf, µf > αf, µf , or equivalently, f Ω
n
f ⊂ V
αf, µf
HI Ω
n
f .
We can show the non-inclusion
f Ωnf 6⊂ V βHIΩnf for β > αf, µf ,
using Corollary (2.6), since (3.1.6–7) hold also in the case γf + 1 6 αf, µf . So the equality
(10) in the case εf 6 0 (that is, α
HI
f, µf
= αf, µf ) follows. This finishes the proof of Theorem 1.
3.2. Proof of Theorem 2. For the proof of (11) in Theorem 2, it is enough to show the
inclusion (3.1.3), since fΩnf ⊂ Ωnf is a C{x}-submodule generated by [fdx] and
dimC fΩ
n
f = µf − τf = n− |I|.
So the argument is the same as in (3.1), and Theorem 2 follows. (Note that the arguments
corresponding to (3.1.5–7) are not needed in the proofs of Theorems 2–3.)
3.3. Proofs of Theorem 3. We prove (3.1.3) with f , γf replaced by fg, γf(g) respectively,
where we use (3.1.4) with g replaced by xig. Here we need the condition that g is amonomial,
since this implies that ∂xi(xig) = cg with c ∈ C∗. This finishes the proof of Theorem 3.
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3.4. Proof of Proposition 1. We have f ∈ m2X,0 \ m3X,0 by assumption. So there are
i, j ∈ [1, n] such that
(3.4.1) ∂xi∂xjf (= ∂xifj) is invertible.
It is well-known (see [MP2], [MP3]) that
(3.4.2) 1 ∈ Ip(αZ) with α+p = αf,1
(
α ∈ (0, 1], p ∈ N).
(This also follows from (2.4.7) and Proposition (1.4).) By (2.6.1–2) this implies that
(3.4.3) fj ∈ Ip+1(αZ), and then f ∂xifj ∈ Ip+2(αZ) mod (∂f).
Here f /∈ (∂f), since µf 6= τf . So Proposition 1 follows.
3.5. Proof of Proposition 2. The argument is similar to the proof of Proposition 1. Here
i = j = n, and we have
(3.5.1) g ∈ Ip(αZ) with α+p = v(g)
(
α ∈ (0, 1], p ∈ N).
using the easy part of Corollary (2.6). We then get
(3.5.2) g(2xn) ∈ Ip+1(αZ), and 2fg ∈ Ip+2(αZ) mod (∂f).
So Proposition 2 is proved.
4. Examples
In this section we calculate some examples.
4.1. Example. Let
f = xa + yb + xa
′
yb
′
,
with
(4.1.1) a > b > 3, a′ ∈ [a−1
2
, a−2], b′ ∈ [ b−1
2
, b−2], a′
a
+ b
′
b
> 1.
This is semi-weighted-homogeneous with weights 1
a
, 1
b
. Here µf = (a − 1)(b − 1), and we
have
(4.1.2) µf − τf = (a− a′ − 1)(b− b′ − 1).
Indeed, we first see that the vector space C{x, y}/(∂f) has a C-basis consisting of
[xiyj] (i, j) ∈ [0, a−2]×[0, b−2],
using the µ-constant deformation
fu := x
a + yb + uxa
′
yb
′
(u ∈ C),
together with the C∗-action associated with the weights of f . (Indeed, the deformation
argument implies that the above assertion holds with f replaced by fu for |u| sufficiently
small.)
Moreover, the C{x, y}-submodule of C{x, y}/(∂f) generated by [f ] = [cxa′yb′] (c ∈ C∗)
is annihilated by xa−1−a
′
, yb−1−b
′
. This can be verified by using the assumption on a′, b′ in
(4.1.1). So the equality (4.1.2) follows.
In this example, we see that
(4.1.3) αf,1 =
1
a
+ 1
b
, γf =
1
a
+ 2
b
, εf =
2
a
+ 3
b
− 1 = 6−(a−2)(b−3)
ab
.
We thus get examples with εf positive or negative or 0 in Theorem 1, assuming
a′ = a−2, b′ = b−2 with 1
a
+ 1
b
< 1
2
,
so that dimC fΩ
3
f = 1. (The last condition on a, b is equivalent to that
a−2
a
+ b−2
b
> 1.)
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4.2. Example. Let
f = x9 + y10 + z11 + (x+ y)x3y3z3.
This is semi-weighted-homogeneous with weights 1
9
, 1
10
, 1
11
(since 3
9
+ 4
10
+ 3
11
= 166
165
> 1).
In this example, we can show that the Hodge ideals I2(αZ) are not weakly decreasing even
modulo the Jacobian ideal (∂f) for α ∈ (0, 1] as follows: We first see that
(4.2.1)
∂x∂x(x
2f−α) = ∂x(2xf
−α − αx2fxf−α−1)
= (2f 2 − αx2fxxf)f−α−2 mod (∂f)f−α−2,
where fx := ∂xf , fxx := ∂
2
xf , see also (2.6.3). Set
g1 = x
4y3z3, g2 = x
3y4z3,
so that [f ], [x2fxx] are represented by C-linear combinations of [g1], [g2] in C{x, y, z}/(∂f),
more precisely,
(4.2.2) [f ] = − 1
990
(
17[g1] + 6[g2]
)
, [x2fxx] = −
(
20[g1] + 18[g2]
)
.
Put
β := v(x2) = 3
9
+ 1
10
+ 1
11
= 173
330
, ε := 1
90
.
γ := v(g21) =
9
9
+ 7
10
+ 7
11
= 111
330
+ 2
(
> v(g1g2) > v(g
2
2)
)
.
Assume α ∈ (β − ε, β]. We have the linear independence of [f 2], [x2fxxf ] in
(4.2.3) C{x, y, z}/((∂f) + C{x, y, z}>γ),
since the [xiyjzk] for (i, j, k) ∈ [0, 7]×[0, 8]×[0, 9] form a C-basis of C{x, y, z}/(∂f) using the
µ-constant deformation
(4.2.4) x9 + y10 + z11 + ux4y3z3 + vx3y4z3 (u, v ∈ C),
together with the C∗-action associated with the weights of x, y, z. (We can also see the linear
independence of [f 2], [x2fxxf ] in C{x, y, z}/(∂f) using a computer.)
By Corollary (2.6) it is then enough to show the following inclusions in the notation of
(2.5):
(4.2.5)
∑
i P (i, α+1)C{x, y, z}>α+1 ⊂ C{x, y, z}>γ,
(4.2.6)
∑
i,j P (i, α+1)P (j, α)m
3
X,0 ⊂ C{x, y, z}>γ,
since α > β−ε > γ−2 so that C{x, y, z}>α+2 ⊂ C{x, y, z}>γ. Here any monomials of degree 2
except for x2 are not contained in C{x, y, z}>α (since ε = wt x − wt y). So Corollary (2.6)
and (4.2.5–6) imply that Ip(αZ) mod (∂f) + C{x, y, z}>γ is spanned by [2f 2 − αx2fxxf ].
The inclusion (4.2.5) holds, since
(4.2.7)
∑
i P (i, α+1)C{x, y, z}>α+1 ⊂ C{x, y, z}>α+2−
1
9 ,
(where 1
9
is the maximum of the weights of x, y, z) and
(4.2.8)
(
β − ε+ 2− 1
9
)− γ = 173
330
− 1
90
− 1
9
− 111
330
= 13
198
> 0.
Using the inclusion m3X,0 ⊂ C{x, y, z}>v(z3), the assertion (4.2.6) follows from the inequality
(4.2.9)
(
v(z3) + 2− 2
9
)− γ = 1
9
+ 1
10
+ 4
11
− 2
9
− 111
330
= 8
495
> 0.
So the Hodge ideals are not weakly decreasing even modulo the Jacobian ideal.
Remark 4.2 (i). The above argument implies that the I2(αZ) mod (∂f) are not weakly
decreasing even restricted to α ∈ (0, 1) ∩ 1
m
Z with m = 990 (the order of the monodromy).
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Remark 4.2 (ii). Using Corollary (2.6), it is easy to see that the Hodge ideals I1(αZ)
(α ∈ (0, 1]) are not weakly decreasing without taking mod (∂f), for instance, if f = xa + yb
with a > b > 3. Indeed,
f − αxfx /∈ I1(αZ) ∋ f − αyfy if 2a+1b < α 6 1a+2b (< 1),
where v(f) = v(xfx) = v(yfy) =
1
a
+1
b
+1 < α+1, see also [Zh, Example 4.6] for (a, b) = (5, 2)
with α ∈ ( 9
10
, 1
]
.
4.3. Example. Assume
(4.3.1) αf, µf − αf,1 = 1, µf 6= τf .
Then αf,1 =
n−1
2
, and τf = µf − 1 by (1.1.4), (1.2.6). From condition (4.3.1) we can deduce
the unimodality of f using the local injectivity of period maps via Brieskorn lattices at
smooth points of µ-constant strata (see [Sa6, Theorem 3.2]) together with a description of
the Brieskorn lattice H ′′f using a good section or an opposite filtration, see for instance [Sa3,
Proposition 3.4], [Sa11, Corollary 1.4]. Indeed, (4.3.1) implies that there are free generators
ωi (i ∈ [1, µf ]) of H ′′f over C{{∂−1t }} such that ωi = ui (i 6= 1) and ω1 = u1 + ξf ∂tuµf for
ξf ∈ C (choosing an opposite filtration). Here the ui are free generators of H ′′f corresponding
to a basis of the Milnor cohomology compatible with a fixed opposite filtration and satisfying
∂ttui = αf,iui, see loc. cit. (Note that ξf depends on the choice of u1, uµf .) If there is a µ-
constant one-parameter family of holomorphic functions with isolated singularities satisfying
(4.3.1), the ui can be chosen to be stable by parallel translation, and the complex number
ξf varies holomorphically.
By the classification of holomorphic functions with isolated singularities and low modalities
(see for instance [AGLV]), we then get the following normal form after an appropriate
analytic coordinate change:
(4.3.2) f =
{
xp11 +x
p2
2 +cx
2
1x
2
2
(
1
p1+
1
p2<
1
2
)
if n=2,
xq11 +x
q2
2 +x
q3
3 +cx1x2x3+
∑n
i=4 x
2
i
(
1
q1+
1
q2+
1
q3<1
)
if n> 3.
Here c ∈ C∗, and we assume
p1 > p2 (> 3), q1 > q2 > q3 (> 2).
Note that the sum of the first polynomial in (4.3.2) with
∑n
i=3 x
2
i for n> 3 is right equivalent
to the second one with (q1, q2, q3) = (p1, p2, 2) replacing x3 with x3 +
√−c x1x2, where c
is also modified. (The condition αf, µf − αf,1 < 1 is equivalent to that Z has an isolated
singularity of type A,D,E by a similar argument.)
For f as in (4.3.2), we have by [St2] (for n=2) and [Sa1] (in general)
(4.3.3) Spf (t) =
{
t1/2
(
1+t1/2+t+
∑2
i=1
∑
0<j<pi
tj/pi
)
if n=2,
t(n−1)/2
(
1+t+
∑3
i=1
∑
0<j<qi
tj/qi
)
if n> 3.
(This also follows from the information of the Milnor monodromy using condition (4.3.1)
together with the symmetry of spectral numbers, and can be reduced to the case n = 2 or 3
by the Thom-Sebastiani theorem.) By Theorem 1 and Proposition 1, we get the inequality
(4.3.4) αHIf, µf − αf, µf > 1p2 or 1qn .
Here the equality holds in the case n = 2 or n = 3 with q3 > 3 by Theorem 1, and we may
set qi = 1 for i > 3 with n > 3 by Proposition 1.
Remark 4.3 (i). The singularity defined by the polynomial in (4.3.2) for n > 3 is called
Tq1,q2,q3. The polynomials in (4.3.2) are the only unimodal singularities satisfying (4.3.1), see
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for instance [AGLV]. Even if condition (4.3.1) can imply that f is Tq1,q2,q3 when n > 3, it is
not necessarily easy to determine q1, q2, q3 explicitly.
For instance, take any g(x, y) ∈ (x, y)a \ (x, y)a+1 ⊂ C{x, y} (a > 3), and put
(4.3.5) f = g(x, y) + zb + (x2 − y2)z ∈ C{x, y, z} ( 2
a
+ 1
b
< 1
)
.
Substituting x = u+v, y = u−v, and setting h(u, v) = g(u+v, u−v), we get
(4.3.6) f = h(u, v) + zb + 4uvz ∈ C{u, v, z}.
Unless g is divisible by u2 or v2, it seems that f has an isolated singularity (as far as
calculated). In this case f should be Tq1,q2,q3, although it is not necessarily easy to determine
q1, q2, q3 in general, see Remarks (4.3) (ii) and (iii) below.
Remark 4.3 (ii) Assume g(x, y) = x2y2 with b = 5, for simplicity, in the notation of
Remark (4.3) (i) above. We can see that (q1, q2, q3) = (5, 4, 4) by showing that the zero locus
of f is isomorphic to that of T5,4,4, calculating the multiplicative structure of OX,0/((∂f), f)
(see [MY]), although the non-degeneracy condition is not satisfied for the convex hull of
(4, 0, 0), (0, 4, 0), where f is as in (4.3.6) with h = (u2−v2)2. Indeed, using for instance a
computer program Singular [DGPS], we can get that
dimCOX,0/
(
(∂f), f
)
= 11,
dimCOX,0/
(
(∂f), f,m
)
= 10 if m = uv, uz, vz.
For instance, the last equality with m = uv can be obtained by typing as follow:
ring R=0,(u,v,z),ds; ideal J; poly f=(u^2-v^2)^2+z^5+4*u*v*z;
J=(jacob(f),f,uv); vdim(groebner(J));
Here ds means that the calculation is done in the localization of the polynomial ring at 0.
Set A(f) := OX,0/
(
(∂f), f
)
. The above calculation implies that dimCOX,0[m] = 1, that
is, OX,0[m] = C[m] 6= 0 in A(f), for m = uv, uz, vz, where [m] is the class of m in A(f).
This means that the annihilator of [m] is the maximal ideal mX,0 ⊂ OX,0, and we get for
instance [u2v] = [uv2] = 0. A similar assertion holds for m = u3, v3, z4, since 4[uv] = −5[z4],
etc. We can then deduce that there is a C-basis of A(f) consisting of
[ui] (i ∈ [1, 3]), [vj] (j ∈ [1, 3]), [zk] (k ∈ [0, 4]),
giving an isomorphism A(f) ∼= A(f ′) as C-algebras by repeating the same calculation with f
replaced by f ′ := u4+ v4+ z5+4uvz = f +2u2v2. (This example shows that the restriction
of f to xn = 0 may have non-isolated singularities even if f has non-degenerate Newton
boundary unless f is convenient.)
Remark 4.3 (iii). In the notation of Remark (4.3) (i) above, assume g = y3 or equivalently
h = (u−v)3. We see that µf = b+5 at least for b 6 100 by the same argument as in
Remark (4.3) (ii) above. It seems that (q1, q2, q3) = (b, 3, 3), since we have dimCOX,0[m] = 1
for m = u2, v2, zb−1 (b 6 100) according to Singular. Indeed, the last calculation implies
that dimCGr
k
GA(f) = {i ∈ [1, 3] | k < qi} for k > 1 with GkA(f) := mkX,0A(f) (k > 0).
If g = (x+y)y2, that is, h = 2u(u−v)2, then we can verify that µf = 2b+2 at least for
b 6 100, and it seems that (q1, q2, q3) = (b, b, 3), since dimCOX,0[m] = 1 form = u2, vb−1, zb−1
(b 6 100). This is rather surprising. (The details are left to the reader.) Here one can also
apply spprint(spectrum(f)); to f in (4.3.6) with h = 2u(u−v)2 and also with h = u3 + vb
for the comparison of spectra (although the latter result also follows from (4.3.3)) after
adding LIB "gmssing.lib"; before Ring R=0 in the above code (where the spectral numbers
are shifted by −1 as in [St3].) Note that q1, q2, q3 are uniquely determined by the spectrum
of f (and the latter depends only on the zero-locus of f).
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Appendix. Key to the proof of Theorem (2.7)
In this Appendix, we prove the key Proposition (A.2) to the proof of Theorem (2.7) after
recalling some basics of Newton polyhedra.
A.1. Equations defining Newton polyhedra. In the notation of (1.7), the Newton
polyhedra Γ(f), Γ+(f) of a polynomial f are defined by a finite number of inequalities ℓk > 0
with ℓk linear functions with constant terms. Taking a minimal set of linear functions, which
is denoted by LF(f) or LF+(f), we have a one-to-one correspondence between this set and
the (n−1)-dimensional faces of Γ(f) or Γ+(f), where each ℓk ∈ LF(f) or LF+(f) is unique
up to multiplication by a positive number. It is rather easy to determine explicitly LF(f)
for a polynomial f , since Supp(x)f is a finite set.
We say that a linear function with a constant term ℓ(ν) =
∑n
i=1 ciνi+ c0 is strictly positive
if ci > 0 (∀ i ∈ [1, n]), and weakly positive if ci > 0 (∀ i ∈ [1, n]). Let LFsp(f), LFwp(f)
respectively denote the subset of LF(f) consisting of strictly positive and weakly positive
linear functions with constant terms, and similarly for LFsp+ (f), LF
wp
+ (f).
For b := (bi) ∈ Zn>0 and γ ∈ C∗ sufficiently general, set
hb :=
∏n
i=1(1 + γx
bi
i ).
(Here we can take b ∈ Qn>0 or even b ∈ Rn>0, using (A.1.3) below.)
Lemma A.1. We have the equalities
(A.1.1) LFsp(f) = LFsp(hbf) = LFsp+ (f),
(A.1.2) LFwp(hbf) = LF+(f) = LF
wp
+ (f).
Proof. The last equality of (A.1.2) follows from the stability of Γ+(f) by the action of u ∈ Rn>0
via addition. For the proof of other equalities, note first that
(A.1.3) Supp(x)h
bf =
⋃
J⊂{1,...,n}
(
Supp(x)f +
∑
j∈J bj ej
)
,
since γ is sufficiently general. A linear function ℓ with a constant term belongs LF(f) (up
to multiplication by a positive number) if and only if the following two conditions hold:
dim 〈ℓ−1(0) ∩ Supp(x)f〉aff = n−1, Supp(x)f ⊂ {ℓ > 0}.
Here 〈S〉aff for a subset S ⊂ Rn denotes the affine subspace spanned by S, that is, the smallest
affine subspace of Rn containing S. (Choosing a point p ∈ S, this coincides with p + VS,p,
where VS,p ⊂ Rn is the vector subspace spanned by q−p for q ∈ S.) A similar assertion holds
for LF+(f) with Supp(x)f replaced by Supp(x)f + R
n
>0 (although the latter is not finite).
These imply the first equality of (A.1.1), that is, LFsp(f) = LFsp(hbf). Indeed, if there is
ℓ ∈ LF(hbf) such that
ℓ−1(0) ∩ Supp(x)hhf 6⊂ Supp(x)f, that is,
ℓ−1(0) ∩ (Supp(x)f +∑j∈J bj ej) 6= ∅ for some J 6= ∅,
then ℓ cannot be strictly positive, since we get ν ∈ Supp(x)hbf with
ℓ(ν) = 0, ℓ(ν − bjej) > 0 for each j ∈ J.
Similarly we have LFsp(f) = LFsp+ (f) using Supp(x)f + R
n
>0 instead of Supp(x)h
bf .
For weakly positive linear equations ℓ which are not strictly positive, we can apply an
inductive argument on n, using the projections πi : R
n → Rn−1 defined by omitting the ith
coordinate if the coefficient ci of ℓ vanishes (i ∈ [1, n]). Indeed, we have
(A.1.4) πi
(
Γ(f)
)
= Γ(f(i)), πi
(
Γ+(f)
)
= Γ+(f(i)) in R
n−1,
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where f(i) is defined by substituting xi = γi into f for a sufficiently general γi ∈ ∆∗ε (with
∆∗ε a punctured disk of radius ε ≪ 1). Using the last equality of (A.1.2) and applying the
first equality of (A.1.4) to hbf , we then get
(A.1.5)
LF+(f) = LF
sp
+ (f) ⊔
⋃n
i=1 π
∗
i LF+(f(i)),
LFwp(hbf) = LFsp(hbf) ⊔ ⋃ni=1 π∗i LFwp((hbf)(i)).
So the first equality of (A.1.2) follows by induction on n, using the last one of (A.1.1). This
finishes the proof of Lemma (A.3).
Remark A.1 (i). Using the above one-to-one correspondence between linear functions with
constant terms and (n−1)-dimensional faces, we see that any vertex of Γ+(f) belongs to
Supp(x)f . Hence any compact face of Γ+(f) is a convex hull of a finite subset of Supp(x)f in
the notation of (1.7) by Lemma (A.1).
Remark A.1 (ii). The affine subspace Aσ spanned by a compact face σ ⊂ Γ+(f) cannot be
stable by the action of ei via addition for any i ∈ [1, n]. Indeed, we have
σ =
⋂
k∈J ℓ
−1
k (0) ∩ Γ+(f),
where the ℓk (k ∈ J) are weakly positive linear functions with constant terms defining the
(n−1)-dimensional faces of Γ+(f) containing σ. If Aσ is stable by the action of ei, then so
are the ℓ−1k (0) and also σ by the above formula. Hence σ cannot be compact.
A.2. Key Proposition to the proof of Theorem (2.7). The following is needed for the
proof of Theorem (2.7).
Proposition A.2. Let f be a polynomial having non-degenerate Newton boundary at the
origin. Then, for any m ≫ 0 and i ∈ [1, n], there is ai > m such that g := f + cxaii has
non-degenerate Newton boundary at the origin for any c ∈ C∗.
For the proof, we may assume n > 3. We first show the following lemma (which does not
seem completely trivial to non-specialists):
Lemma A.2. Set pi := aiei ∈ Rn. Any compact face σ of Γ+(g) is either a compact face of
Γ+(f) (if pi /∈ σ) or the convex hull of τ ∪ {pi} with τ a compact face of Γ+(f) such that ei
is not contained in the vector subspace Vτ ⊂ Rn spanned by τ (if pi ∈ σ).
Proof. Let σ be a compact face of Γ+(g). As is noted in Remark (A.1) (i), this is a convex
hull of a finite subset
Ξ ⊂ Supp(x)g = Supp(x)f ⊔ {pi}.
Case 1: pi /∈ Ξ, that is, pi /∈ σ (since ai ≫ deg f). We first show that there is an (n−1)-
dimensional face
(A.5) σ′ ⊂ ∂Γ+(g) satisfying pi /∈ σ′ ⊃ σ.
In the case dim σ = n−1, we can take σ′ = σ. We may thus assume dim σ 6 n−2. Let η′
be an (n−1)-dimensional face of Γ+(g) containing σ. If pi /∈ η′, we get (A.5). So we may
assume pi ∈ η′. There is an (n−2)-dimensional face
η ⊂ η′ satisfying pi /∈ η ⊃ σ.
(We have η = σ if dim σ = n−2.) Let q be an interior point of η. (Note that n > 3.) Let
V ′ be the 2-dimensional vector subspace of Rn spanned by q and ei (or pi). Consider a real
1-dimensional subset
ΓV ′ := Γ+(g) ∩ V ′ ⊂ V ′ ∼= R2.
One connected component Γ1 of ∂ΓV ′ \ {q} is the union of pi + R>0 and the interior of the
segment [pi, q] ⊂ Rn connecting pi and q. (Note that this segment is contained in η′.) Then
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σ′ is obtained as an (n−1)-dimensional face of Γ+(g) containing an non-empty neighborhood
of q in ∂ΓV ′ \ Γ1. So (A.5) follows.
Consider a weakly positive linear function with a constant term
ℓ′ =
∑n
j=1 cjνj + c0
corresponding to σ′ ⊂ Γ+(g) so that
σ′ = ℓ′−1(0) ∩ Γ+(g), Γ+(g) ⊂ {ℓ′ > 0}.
Since pi ∈ Γ+(g) \ σ′, we have ℓ′(pi) > 0. Set
σ′′ := σ′ ∩ Γ+(f) = ℓ′−1(0) ∩ Γ+(f).
Since ℓ′ is weakly positive and ℓ′(pi) > 0, we get ℓ
′(pi+R
n
>0) ⊂ R>0. This implies that
σ′ = σ′′,
since Γ+(g) is the convex hull of the union of Γ+(f) and pi+R
n
>0. Thus σ
′ is a face of Γ+(f),
and so is σ which is a face of σ′.
Case 2: pi ∈ Ξ. We have
Ξ = Ξ′ ⊔ {pi} with Ξ′ ⊂ Supp(x)f.
Let τ ⊂ σ be the convex hull of Ξ′. The affine subspace Aτ ⊂ Rn spanned by τ (or Ξ′) does
not contain pi if ai ≫ 0, since Ξ′ is a subset of a finite set Supp(x)f . Moreover, Aτ ⊂ Rn is
unstable by the action of ei via addition, since so is Aσ ⊃ Aτ , see Remark (A.1) (ii). This
implies that pi /∈ Aτ (since ai ≫ 0), hence τ = Aτ ∩ σ is a face of σ. Then by the same
argument as in Case 1, we see that τ is a face of Γ+(f).
It now remains to show that ei /∈ Vτ . Assume ei ∈ Vτ . The affine subspace Aτ ⊂ Rn
spanned by τ must then contain αei for some α ∈ R \ {0}, since Aτ is not stable by
the action of ei as is shown above. (The assertion is reduced to the case Vτ = R
r+1 with
Aτ = {νr+1 = 1} ⊂ Rr+1 after some coordinate change.) So the affine subspace Aπi(τ) ⊂ Rn−1
spanned by πi(τ) must contain 0, where πi : R
n → Rn−1 is the projection in (A.1.4).
Moreover, πi(τ) must be contained in the boundary of πi
(
Γ+(f)
)
= Γ+(f(i)) ⊂ Rn−1 (since
σ ⊂ ∂Γ+(g) and ai ≫ 0), where f(i) is as in (A.1.4). These contradict the weak positivity
of the coefficients of the linear functions defining Γ+(f(i)) ⊂ Rn−1 (considering an (n−2)-
dimensional face containing πi(τ)). We thus get that ei /∈ Vτ . This finishes the proof of
Lemma (A.2).
A.3. Proof of Proposition (A.2). We have to show that, for any compact face σ of
Γ+(g), gσ is non-degenerate, that is, (1.7.2) is satisfied. In the first case of Lemma (A.2),
this follows from the latter. In the second case, we have ν(k) ∈ Zn (k ∈ [1, n]) such that∑n
k=1Zν
(k) ⊂ Zn has a finite quotient group (that is, det(ν(1), . . . , ν(n)) 6= 0), ν(1), . . . , ν(r)
are free generators of Vτ,Z := Vτ ∩ Zn with r := dim Vτ , and ν(n) = ei. These define a finite
e´tale morphism of affine tori
ρ : (C∗)n → (C∗)n,
such that
ρ∗yk = x
ν(k) :=
∏n
j=1 x
ν
(k)
j
j , that is, ρ
∗ log yk =
∑n
j=1 ν
(k)
j log xj ,
where the xj and yk are the coordinates of the tori. There is h ∈ C[y1, . . . , yr][1/y1 · · · yr] with
π∗h = fτ (since ν
(1), . . . , ν(r) generate Vτ,Z), and ρ
∗yain = x
ai
i . The proof of non-degeneracy
for gσ is then reduced to that for fτ , using the above finite e´tale morphism ρ together with
Remark (1.7), where we have the following relation of logarithmic vector fields:
ρ∗
(∑n
j=1 cjxj∂xj
)
=
∑n
k=1
(∑n
j=1 cjν
(k)
j
)
yk∂yk .
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This completes the proof of Proposition (A.2).
As a corollary of Proposition (A.2), we see that the convenience condition is not needed
in the main theorem of [Sa1]. We have more precisely the following.
Corollary A.3. Assume f has an isolated singularity with non-degenerate Newton boundary.
Then the filtration on C{x}/(∂f) induced by the Newton filtration V •N in (1.7.4) coincides
with the quotient filtration of the V -filtration on the Brieskorn lattice.
(The argument is similar to the proof of Theorem (2.7), using the inclusion of (∂f) ⊃ mkX,0
for k ≫ 0 together with the positivity of αf,1.)
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